Baby Lock Wish List for
Enlighten, Imagine Wave, Imagine,
Enspire & Eclipse
Standard/
Grooved Foot
B5001K01A
(shorter foot)
B5001S02B
(BLE1AT, 1DX)

Beading Foot
B5002-01A-C-E

Blind Hem Foot
B5002S02A

Clear Foot for
Imagine 1 &
Eclipse
(longer foot)
B5002K01A-E

Clear Foot
Imagine 2,
Imagine Wave,
Enlighten &
Enspire
(shorter foot)

This is the foot that comes with the
machine, it has a groove under the foot
which is perfect for gathering a single
layer of fabric and a 6mm tape guide for
overlocking tapes, narrow elastic, ribbons
etc.

Guide foot for attaching beads, sequins
and overlocking narrow ribbons

This foot is used for blind hemming, also
used as a guide foot for rolled hem
pintucks

Constructed of durable plastic enables
the work to be viewed all the way up to
the needles. Can be used for all
overlocking stitches.

Constructed of durable plastic enables
the work to be viewed all the way up to
the needles. Can be used for all basic
overlocking stitches.

B5002K02A-E

Elasticating Foot
B5002S01A-E

Stretches the elastic being inserted and
holds it in the correct position to be
overlocked, for perfect elastic every time.
Also is a cording foot, has the allowance
for fishing line, wire etc to be overlocked
or rolled hemmed over.
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Gathering Foot
B5002S03A

Flat Sole Foot
Imagine 1 &
Eclipse
(longer foot)
B5001T02AC

Flat Sole Foot
Enlighten,
Imagine Wave,
Imagine 2 &
Enspire
(shorter foot)
B5001K02AC

Lace Foot
B5002S05B-E

Piping Foot 3mm
B5002-02A-C-E

Piping Foot 5mm
B5002-03A-C-E

This is a time saving foot, gathering one
layer of fabric while attaching to anotherfrills in half the time! The ratio of fabric
can be determined by the differential
feed setting.
From the top it looks like the standard
foot, the underside of the foot is
completely flat(no groove). Is a benefit
when crossing intersecting seams and
working with bulky fabrics such as fleece,
these can 'play up' under the groove of
the standard foot
From the top it looks like the standard
foot, the underside of the foot is
completely flat(no groove). Is a benefit
when crossing intersecting seams and
working with bulky fabrics such as fleece,
these can 'play up' under the groove of
the standard foot
A guide on the front of the foot protects
the fabrics and trims from being cut by
the blade while the fabric underneath can
still be trimmed. Perfect for heirloom
and achieving a 1/4" seam for
patchwork.
The 3mm piping foot has a narrow
groove running the length of the foot
which enables the piping to be
overlocked in to the seam perfectly. For
narrow cord only.

The 5mm piping foot is similar to the
3mm piping foot but used for thicker
cord such as upholstery. Used for zip
insertion also.
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Accessory Pack
A-6TA

Trim Bin
900N

Eclipse
Instructional
DVD
DVDEC

Imagine
Instructional
DVD
DVDAT

Imagine Wave
Instructional
DVD
DVDIW

Imagine/
Imagine Wave
Accessories DVD
DVDCCAT

A box containing the 6 following feet,
elastic, gathering, blind hem,5mm piping,
3mm piping and beading .

A tray which sits under the
overlocker, catching all the scraps
which are trimmed during
overlocking.
A lesson at home at any time of the day,
this comprehensive DVD takes you
through the machine from setting it up
through all the basic stitches. There are
many hints and tips and inspirational
samples shown as well. Also suitable for
the Enspire.
A lesson at home at any time of the day,
this comprehensive DVD takes you
through the machine from setting it up
through all the basic stitches. There are
many hints and tips and inspirational
samples shown as well.
A lesson at home at any time of the day,
this comprehensive DVD takes you
through the machine from setting it up
through all the basic stitches. There are
many hints and tips and inspirational
samples shown as well. Also suitable for
Enlighten
An instructional DVD showing how to use
all the different accessories listed above.
Suitable for Imagine, Imagine Wave and
Enlighten.
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